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Abstract

This paper focuses on the consistency issues related to
integrating multiple sets of spatial data in spatial infor�
mation systems such as Geographic Information Sys�
tems �GISs�� Data sets to be integrated are assumed
to hold information about the same geographic features
which can be drawn from di�erent sources at di�erent
times� which may vary in reliability and accuracy� and
which may vary in the scale of presentation resulting in
possible multiple spatial representations for these fea�
tures� A systematic approach is proposed which relies
�rst on breaking down the consistency issue by identify�
ing a range of consistency classes which can be checked
in isolation� These classes are a representative set of
properties and relationships which can completely iden�
tify the geographic objects in the data sets� Di�erent
levels of consistency are then proposed� namely� total�
partial and conditional� which can be checked for ev�
ery consistency class� This provides the �exibility for
two data sets to be integrated without necessarily be�
ing totally consistent in every aspect� The second step
of the proposed approach is to explicitly represent the
di�erent classes and levels of consistency in the system�
As an example� a simple structure which stores adja�
cency relationships is given which can be used for the
explicit representation of topological consistency� The
paper also proposes that the set of consistent knowledge
in the data sets �which is mostly qualitative� be explic�
itly represented in the database and that uncertainty or
ambiguity inherent in the knowledge be represented as
well�

� Introduction

Integrating data in spatial information systems involves
the integration of diverse types of information drawn
from a variety of sources requiring e�ective matching
of similar entities in these data sets and demanding in�
formation consistency across data sets� Typically spa�
tial information can be provided in di�erent forms by

a number of sources� For example� data sources in Ge�
ographic Information Systems �GISs� can include maps�
�eld surveys� photogrammetry and remote sensing� Data
sets may be collected at di�erent scales or resolutions in
di�erent times� They may be collected in incompatible
ways and may vary in reliability� Some details may be
missing or unde�ned� Incompatibilities between di�er�
ent data sets can include incompatibilities between the
spatial entities for which data are recorded� including
di�erences in dimension� shape and positional accuracy�

For example� it may be required that a schematic
representation of a certain area be stored in a GIS be�
sides a more faithful representation �a schematic repre�
sentation can be useful as an interactive tourist map��
The two data sets are di�erent� Many objects may be
omitted from the schematic representation� The posi�
tional accuracy of the ob jects may not be maintained�
However� both data sets hold the same relative position
and orientation for the common subset of ob jects they
hold�

Integrating both data sets in the geographic database
involves the modelling and manipulation of multiple
spatial representations for the same geographic ob jects�
Since the two sets of knowledge are di�erent� certain
queries to the GIS may be more e�ciently answered us�
ing one representation than the other�
The user of the system should have transparent use of
the di�erent data sets� Geographic information usually
contains a certain amount of error which can result in
uncertainty or ambiguity about the nature of some of
the knowledge that can be derived from it� When inte�
grating multiple data sets� this uncertainty may become
either further or less complicated� The user of the GIS
needs to be given a clear idea on the nature of the data
he is using in order to evaluate the correctness of any re�
sults or analysis obtained from the system� In studying
this problem research workers often refer to the need for
initial processing of the data sets to make them 	consis�
tent
� This term is used mostly in the sense of applying
some operations on the spatial and attribute data� e�g�
rectifying local geometric distortions� coordinate regis�
tration� reclassi�cation� etc� �She���

Integrating geographic information involves many is�
sues �Flo�� She�� KPI��� GN��� JM��� Nye���� in�
cluding� for example integrating vector and raster data
�PLD���� Work on spatial consistency between data sets
has been mainly directed towards checking topological
consistency �KPdB��� KPdB��� ES��� ECDF����

In this paper� a systematic approach is proposed for



studying and handling the consistency issue for inte�
grating spatial information� The approach is based on
the following steps�

� Analysing the di�erent aspects of equivalence be�
tween the data sets� A range of spatial equivalence
classes are identi�ed which can be checked in iso�
lation�

� Studying measures of spatial equivalence which
can be applied to every class� Di�erent levels of
equivalence are proposed� namely� total� partial�
conditional and inconsistent� Data sets can then
be ranked as being consistent in which class to
which level� This provides the �exibility for two
data sets to be integrated without necessarily be�
ing totally consistent in every aspect�

� Explicit representation of the di�erent equivalence
classes and levels in the spatial database�

� Explicit representation of the set of consistent knowl�
edge of di�erent classes that exist in the data sets�
as well as the representation of ambiguity or un�
certainty inherent in this knowledge�

As an example� the representation of the topological
consistency class is presented using a simple structure
which stores adjacency relationships �AEG���� This ap�
proach is aimed at providing a clear view of the nature
of the data sets manipulated in the spatial information
system� The user of the system could either consciously
choose the type of data to manipulate or leave the sys�
tem to decide which collection of data best suits his
application� In both cases the user would have a clear
idea about the extent of consistent knowledge that can
be retrieved as well as the nature and measure of any
inconsistency that may result� The issues in this paper
are discussed using geographic information in GISs as
example� but are also applicable to other types of spa�
tial information systems and applications� This work
is done in the context of an ongoing research pro ject
which aims at the development of methods for the mod�
elling and manipulation of hybrid data sets in a GIS
�JKL���� JKW����

The paper is structured as follows� Di�erent consis�
tency classes are identi�ed in section � and the di�erent
levels of consistency are proposed in section �� Explicit
representation of consistency is discussed in section �
and a possible representation of the topological consis�
tency is presented� In section �� the issue of representing
uncertainty is discussed and some conclusions are given
in section ��

� Aspects of Spatial Equivalence

In integrating two sets of spatial data which relate to the
same area in space� two consecutive steps are needed�

� Object matching� where corresponding ob jects in
both sets are identi�ed using spatial equivalence
tests� The result of this procedure is the identi�
�cation of which ob jects in both sets can be con�
sidered to be the same� for example� matching two
sets of land parcels in an old and an uptodate map
or matching two road networks in maps with dif�
ferent scales� etc� Note that those objects could
di�er with regard both to positional information
and geometric structure�

(a) (b)

Figure � Existentially non�consistent data sets� Some
of the ob jects in �a� are missing in �b��

�� Spatial Equivalence representation� where the ex�
plicit representation of the relationship between
the data sets is needed to allow the intelligent
manipulation of both sets by the system and to
project to the user a clear view of the nature of
the data used�

The equivalence of two representations of a spatial ob�
ject can be studied from three points of view� of an
origin point� of one of the objects and of other objects
in the data sets� Thus equivalence can be studied using
an absolute frame of reference� an ob ject�based frame of
reference and a relation�based frame of reference� Three
classes of spatial equivalence can therefore be identi�ed
as follows�

��� Positional Equivalence

Objects are represented by the speci�c coordinates de�
scribing their spatial extents� Under this reference� two
objects from two di�erent data sets match only if their
representative sets of coordinates match exactly and
two data sets can be considered as locationally con�
sistent if any position �x�y�z� corresponds to the same
object in both sets�

��� Object�Based Equivalence Classes

A spatial data set consists of the spatial properties of
a set of objects in a de�ned space� These properties
include a description of spatial extent� from which the
dimension and the shape of the ob ject can be derived�
An object in the data set can be composite� i�e� con�
sisting of or containing other objects�

Ob ject�based consistency can be classi�ed using the
above properties� Two spatial data sets can be said to
be ob ject�based consistent of a certain class if for each
object in both sets this consistency is achieved�

�I� Object Existence Equivalence
Two data sets are existentially equivalent if all the ob�
ject classes and instances in one data set exist in the
other data set� For example the two data sets in �gure
 are existentially non�equivalent�

�II� Object Dimension Equivalence
Two data sets are equivalent with reference to ob ject
dimension� if every object in one set has the same spatial
dimension as that of the corresponding object in the
other set� For example� the two spatial scenes in �gure
� are not equivalent with reference to object dimension
as ob jects are represented using spatial representations
of di�erent dimensions �areas by points or lines��

�III� Object Shape Equivalence
Equivalence based on object shape can be as �exible as
needed� On a strict level object shapes can be de�ned
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Figure �� Non�consistent data sets with reference to
object dimension�
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Figure �� Object A may be considered to have equiv�
alent shape in all three sets according to the allowed
shape distortion�

using equations of the curve or set of curves de�ning its
boundary� On a less accurate level object shapes can
approximate well�known geometric shapes� for example
a circle� a square� T shaped� zig�zag� etc�

Two data sets can said to be equivalent with refer�
ence to object shape if every ob ject in the set can be
described as shape equivalent to the corresponding ob�
ject in the other set� For example� in �gure � the shape
of ob ject A may be considered equivalent in all three
scenes depending on the measure of shape distortion
accepted in the database� The �rst two shapes only
may be considered equivalent if di�erent measures are
used�

�IV� Object Size Equivalence
Several measures of size exist including� length of bound�
aries� areas and volumes of shapes� Two data sets may
be considered as equivalent with reference to object size
if every ob ject in one set has a similar size to the cor�
responding object in the other set�

�V� Spatial Detail Equivalence
Objects in the data sets may be composite� i�e� con�
taining other ob jects or made up of several connected
or non�connected objects� Two data sets can be con�
sidered to be equivalent with reference to ob ject detail
if corresponding composite objects in both sets can be
considered to be equivalent� as shown in �gure ��

Interdependency between Equivalence Classes
Other classes of object�based equivalence may exist�
The above set of classes are possibly the most impor�

Figure �� Non�consistent data sets with reference to
object details�
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Figure �� Topological inconsistency� �a� Object B

crosses ob ject C� �b� Object B is disjoint from C�

(a) (b)

Figure �� Directional inconsistency�

tant from a general point of view� Note that the above
classes may not be mutually exclusive� In particular
the positional consistency implies every other type of
consistency �except categorical� and is by default the
strictest measure of spatial equivalence� Shape and size
imply dimension and all equivalence classes imply ex�
istence equivalence� Shape equivalence may imply spa�
tial detail consistency if the object is composed of non�
connected sets� etc� Also� it is assumed that a certain
degree of inaccuracy can be acceptable in the measure�
ment of some of the properties� for example� size and
shape� However� this depends on the applications in�
tended over these data sets�

��� Relation�Based Equivalence Classes

The third type of consistency measures is based on the
spatial relationships between objects in the data sets
considered� Three classes of equivalence can be clas�
si�ed according to the types of spatial relationships
�AW��� AEG����

�I� Topological Equivalence
Two data sets can be regarded as topologically consis�
tent if the set of topological relationships derived from
one set are the same as those derived from the other�
For example� the two sets in �gure � are not topologi�
cally consistent�

�II� Direction or Orientation Equivalence
Two data sets can be regarded as directionally consis�
tent if the relative direction relationship in one set is
the same as the other set� For example� the two sets in
�gure � are not consistent directionally�

�III� Relative Size Equivalence
Two data sets can be regarded as consistent with refer�
ence to relative size relationships if the qualitative size
relations of larger and smaller are maintained between
corresponding sets of ob jects in the two sets� Figure �
shows relative size inconsistency between ��a� and �b��
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Figure �� Relative size inconsistency� A � B � C in �a�
and A � B � C in �b��

� Di�erent Levels of Spatial Consistency

Two geographical data sets can be consistent in more
than one class of those de�ned above� For example� the
data sets can be topologically and dimensionally equiv�
alent� or consistent with reference to dimension� detail
and category� etc� As noted earlier some consistencies
do assume others� For example� topological equivalence
may assume spatial detail� Up till now� the discussion
is based on one level of consistency� namely� when all
objects in the data sets conform to the consistency class
studied� In reality this is not always the case� Ranking
the level of consistency for the di�erent classes identi�
�ed is important as it would provide the user of the
GDB an initial measure of the nature of the data sets
in his use� Further processing of this ranking would be
to identify how the data sets compare and which parts
of the data sets are consistent� i�e� the nature of such
consistency�

Let S� and S� represent the set of knowledge present
in two data sets� This knowledge consists of all the
di�erent types of information that can be derived from
every data set� It can be classi�ed according to the
object�based and relation�based classes� Let S�i and
S�i represent the subsets of the set of knowledge S� and
S� respectively� which belong to a certain class i� e�g�
shape properties or directional or topological relation�
ships� etc� Four di�erent levels of consistency can be
identi�ed�

�A� Total Consistency
Two data sets S� and S� can be said to be totally con�
sistent with reference to a certain consistency class i�
if S�i � S�i � S�i � S�i� i�e� S�i � S�i� In this case
a query to the GIS involving only properties of class i

shall return identical results if posed to either S� or S��
�B� Partial Consistency

Two data sets S� and S� can be said to be partially
consistent with reference to a certain consistency class
i� if S�i � S�i � Ci and Ci � S�i � Ci � S�i�

In this case only part of class i knowledge is consis�
tent in the two sets� If the two data sets are to be used
together� then it is important to know which subsets of
the di�erent classes of knowledge can be manipulated
interchangeably between sets�

�C� Conditional Consistency
Two data sets S� and S� are said to be conditionally
consistent with reference to a certain consistency class
i� if there exists a set of functions F which when applied
to S�i makes it totally consistent with S�i� i�e� S�i �
F �S� i�� This can also represent the case where S�i is
consistent with S�i but S�i is not consistent with S�i�
i�e� �S� i � S�i � S�i� � �S� i � S�i�� �an asymmetric
consistency��

The set of functions F must be non�ad�hoc� i�e� pre�

de�ned� For example� the set of cartographic generali�
sation rules used to produce maps at di�erent scales or
a set of prede�ned rules used to produce a schematic
from a faithful representation of a map�

�D� Inconsistency Level
Two data sets S� and S� can be said to be inconsistent
with reference to a certain consistency class i� if S�i �
S�i � �� i�e� they do not share any piece of knowledge
from that class� In this case a query to the GIS involving
properties of class i shall return non�identical results if
posed to S� and S��

In most cases the data sets which need to be inte�
grated relate to a combination of classes and levels� For
example� two data sets can be partially consistent in
terms of shape and dimension but are totally consis�
tent topologically� or are conditionally consistent with
respect to object detail as well as partially consistent
topologically�

� Representation of Di�erent Levels of Consistency for
Di�erent Classes

Determining the class and level of consistency between
two data sets involves the extraction and comparison
of the set of properties or relationships for that class�
Although it is useful for the user and the system to be
informed of the class and level of consistency in general�
it may not be enough for certain application domains�
In those cases explicit representation of the consistent
set of knowledge is needed�

A closer look at the di�erent classes of consistency
reveals that they are mostly qualitative measures �apart
from location� size and shape�� Hence� the common set
of spatial knowledge between data sets can be repre�
sented qualitatively� A structuring mechanism can be
envisaged which can be applied on a geographic data set
to allow the explicit representation of some of the qual�
itative properties and relationships and the derivation
of others� Multiple spatial representations can exist for
the same geographic objects� however properties and
relationships are always related to objects and not to
their underlying representations� Hence the structuring
mechanism envisaged should be based on the geographic
objects level and not on the geometrical representations�
This structure can then be built for any data set irre�
spective of its underlying form of spatial representation�

Manipulation of such qualitative structure could make
use of spatial reasoning techniques �Ege��� CRCB���
EGA��� Her���� For example it would be possible to
store only some of the topological relationships and
derive others using composition tables for similar and
mixed types of spatial relations�

Explicit representation of this knowledge would al�
low comparisons between data sets� seamless manipula�
tion of existing sets� integration of new sets and consis�
tent update of existing ones�

Work still needs to be done on developing the pro�
posed structuring mechanism� Several questions need
to be answered� including�

� What are the types of knowledge that can be rep�
resented explicitly and which can be derived��

� How can the di�erent classes of knowledge be struc�
tured�
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Figure �� Set of topological relationships that can exist
between two areal ob jects in one map theme� Over�
lap relationships are excluded as they only result from
overlaying more than one geographic theme�

In the following section� the representation of the
class and level of topological consistency is given as an
example of explicit representation�

��� Representation of Topological Consistency with Ad�
jacency Relationships

To represent topological consistency between two geo�
graphic data sets is to check that the same set of topo�
logical relationships between ob jects in one set exist for
the corresponding objects in the other set� This pro�
cess involves the explicit extraction and representation
of topology� Several approaches to checking the topo�
logical consistency of two spatial scenes have been pro�
posed �KPdB��� KPdB��� ES��� ECDF���� However�
these approaches didn�t consider the issue of integrat�
ing both scenes and hence didn�t provide ways of rep�
resenting the common consistent knowledge�

In this section� a simple structure for storing the ad�
jacency relationships between objects in the data sets is
used �AEG��� from which topological relationships can
be derived� The structure can then be used to represent
the common set of consistent knowledge between data
sets as well the ambiguity or uncertainty in the knowl�
edge derived from both sets� The structure is based on
the following assumptions�

Assumptions

� It is assumed that the data sets considered must
contain non�overlapping objects� i�e� that every
object in these sets occupies a unique location in
space� However� it is possible for the data sets
to contain ob jects in part�of relationships� e�g� a
lake inside a forest or a city bounded by part of
a motor�way� etc� As an example� �gure � shows
the di�erent relationships that can be considered
between areal ob jects� While the adjacency rela�
tions are enough to represent the topology of the
geographic scene� an explicit part�of relationship
needs to be de�ned when one object is part of an�
other to distinguish the topology in the case of
relationships in ��b� and �d��

The only limitation of this assumption is that we
only compare objects from one theme and not from
the overlay of more than one theme which is nat�
ural when integrating two data sets�

� The geometric representation of linear geographic
objects shall assume splitting of intersecting lines�
The topology of the linear geographic objects in
this case is the collection of lines�arcs represent�
ing its extent� the intermediate nodes between arcs

Bs
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B1

B3

A

B’

B’’

Figure �� Representation of the topology of linear geo�
graphic ob jects by splitting intersecting lines�
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Figure �� Two maps containing areal ob jects A� B and
C and a linear geographic ob ject D� The areal object
E doesn�t exist in �a� and the relationships between B

and D are di�erent in both cases�

and the pair of end points as shown in �gure ��
This spatial representation is typical of geomet�
ric structures of most GISs� This assumption is
needed for the representation of the various topo�
logical relations involving linear geographic ob jects�
but is not applicable for the boundary of areal ob�
jects�

� It is assumed that a geographic data set is always
embedded in an in�nite space� and hence the in�
�nite complement of the extent of this set is ex�
plicitly represented in the adjacency structure pro�
posed �EGA����

We can now build a simple structure based on connec�
tivity or adjacency relationships to represent the topol�
ogy of a geographic data set� Consider the two scenes
in �gure �� In ��a�� part of object D� namely D�� lies
on the boundary of B while in ��b�� ob ject D crosses
object B�

The topology of the maps in ��a� and �b� can be
represented by an adjacency structure as shown in �g�
ure �a� and �b� respectively� Note that adjacency is a
symmetric relation and hence the structure in the �gure
�half a matrix� is su�cient� A �� in the structure rep�
resents an adjacency relationship while a ��� indicates
that the related objects are not adjacent� For example�
in  �a�� object A is adjacent to ob jects B� C� Ds� D

�

and D�� and not to D�� D
��� D� and De�

There are two di�erences between the two scenes as
can be seen from the structures� These are� in �a�
object D� is connected to C while it is not in �b�� and
object E in �b� does not exist in �a��

The only relationship stored explicitly in the above
structures is adjacency and other topological relation�
ships can be simply derived� For example� in �b��
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Figure � The adjacency structures corresponding to
the maps of �gure � �a� and �b� respectively�

object E is adjacent only to C and hence it is topologi�
cally inside C� Also� the relationship between object D
with any other object can be realised from the grouping
of relationships between its constituting parts� and so
on� Hence� using these structure alone we can redraw
the topological equivalences of the two scenes �obviously
the exact shape of each object is not meant to be repre�
sented here�� The adjacency structures can be organised
in a tree structure representing di�erent levels of detail
in the data sets� Also� an explicit reference to object
dimension will enable a �schematic� reproduction of the
topological equivalent of the data sets� However� object
dimension in both data sets need not be consistent�

In �ES��� the topological consistency of a scene is
checked by solving the problem as a constraint network
and checking that the network is path�consistent� The
sets of all possible relations between the di�erent types
of objects in a scene need to be used for the representa�
tion of the problem in a constraint network� while the
adjacency structure only uses a binary relation� The
adjacency structure can also be used to represent the
common consistent set of knowledge in two scenes as
follows�

Representing the Common Consistent Set of Knowl�
edge
S� and S� are partially topologically consistent� The set
of common knowledge in both data sets can be grouped
in an adjacency structure as shown in �gure �� The
structure in � is informative of the common consistent
topological knowledge between the two data sets� In
this case� the adjacency between objects D� and C is
unknown� represented by a ���� and object E doesn�t
exist in both data sets and hence it is deleted from this
set� Using this structure one can recreate the common
knowledge in both scenes with the ambiguity of the re�
lation between D� and C� Figure � shows the integra�
tion of di�erent sets of knowledge which are consistent
in di�erent classes and levels�
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� � B
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� � � � Ds
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Figure �� The adjacency structure representing the
common set of consistent knowledge in the structures
of �gure �
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Figure �� Integrating di�erent data sets with di�erent
classes and levels of consistency to produce a common
set of consistent knowledge� F and F� represent sets
of prede�ned functions for conditional consistency�
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Figure �� Small positional error can result in ambigu�
ity of spatial relationships� Is A is in ob ject B or C�

� Dealing with Ambiguity or Uncertainty

Error exists in all geographic data sets� Di�erent types
of error can occur whether cartographic �error in the po�
sition of map features� or thematic �error in the values
of an attribute of map features �Ver���� In �Ope��� and
in recognition of the fact that error in the GIS databases
is here to stay� the need to live with error is advocated�
A lot of research is ongoing for the identi�cation of dif�
ferent types and causes of error� on methods of estimat�
ing the extent and importance of error and on methods
for dealing with them �Goo��� MAB��� Bla����

If error a�ects the manipulation and use of one ge�
ographic data set� it would have a more severe e�ect
when integrating more than one data set in the GIS�
The quality of geographic information is commonly ex�
pressed by some tolerance values within which the loca�
tion of objects may vary� The problem is complicated
when geographic features are approximated to point or
line symbols as for example in the process of creating
di�erent map scales� Locational error can have an ef�
fect on the spatial relationships between ob jects in the
data set� A very small error in the position of one ob�
ject can be a major problem if it results in a change of
relationships as shown in �gure ��

In this paper we propose the explicit representation
of the consistent set of knowledge between di�erent data
sets and the explicit recognition of the class and level of
consistency� Error in the data sets leads invariably to
ambiguity or uncertainty� Hence� this uncertainty must
be re�ected in the representation of consistency of the
data set� For example� tolerance values must accom�
pany the locational knowledge �point A is at �x�y� with
tolerance t�� The e�ect of ambiguity on other classes of
knowledge must be represented� For example� the rela�
tion between objects A and B is either touch or disjoint�
and so on� This ambiguity must also be represented in
the common set of consistent knowledge between the
data sets�

Note that the ambiguity in a GIS with integrated
data sets can be either from ambiguities in every data
set or ambiguities resulting from the integration process
itself� The adjacency structure in �gure � is an exam�
ple of representing the later type of ambiguity� The ���
in the matrix implies the existence of two possible re�
lations between ob jects� The same can apply on any
other consistency class� for example� in studying size in
two data sets where in one data set the relationship A

is larger than B and in the other data set it is A is equal
to B� Then it can be safe to say that the consistent set
of knowledge that can be derived from those data sets
includes the fact that A is either larger or equal to B�

This �exibility in representing the consistency con�
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B
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D

north or north-east contain or adjacent

inside disjoint

?

?
and disjoint

Figure �� Constraint networks for the representation
of uncertain spatial knowledge represented by a disjunc�
tion of possible relations�

veys a more realistic view of the nature of the data sets
and would certainly provide a more accurate base for
analysis and manipulation�

Methods for the representation of uncertainty in the
knowledge need to be developed� Reasoning with in�
complete knowledge is a major research area in spa�
tial reasoning where constraint networks may be used
for the representation of uncertainty �SP��� Her��� as
shown in the example in �gure ��

� Conclusions

In this paper a study of the nature of consistency issues
for integrating hybrid data sets is presented� In partic�
ular the paper focuses on the consistency issues related
to integrating multiple sets of spatial information for
the same area in space�

The proposed approach can be summarised as fol�
lows�

� The concept of consistency between data sets is
broken down into two main categories� a study of
the comparison of basic properties of objects and
relationships between those ob jects� Nine consis�
tency classes are identi�ed under those categories
which can be checked in isolation�

� For every class identi�ed data sets can be consis�
tent to a certain level� Four levels of consistency
are proposed� namely� total� partial� conditional
and inconsistent� Data sets can be ranked accord�
ing to those levels� for example� totally consistent
topologically but partially consistent with refer�
ence to object dimension and so on�

� The explicit representation of the di�erent classes
and levels of consistency is needed for the database
to reveal a realistic view of the nature of its con�
tents�

� The common set of consistent knowledge in the
data sets needs to be explicitly expressed� A qual�
itative structure is proposed to hold di�erent types
of knowledge on the geographic feature or ob ject
level �as opposed to the geometric level�� An ex�
plicit representation is needed of the ambiguity or
uncertainty inherent in every data set and that re�
sulting from the integration of several data sets�

As an example� the representation of the topological
consistency class is presented using a simple structure
which stores adjacency relationships �AEG���� Topo�
logical relationships can be derived from the structure
and any ambiguity in the relationships can also be de�
rived�



Further work need to done for devising representa�
tion methods for the di�erent consistency classes and
for their coherent integration�

The work in this paper is done in the context of an
ongoing research pro ject which aims at the development
of methods for the modelling and manipulation of hy�
brid data sets in a GIS �JKL� ����
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